Chadlington, oxfordshire l beer

Known as the oxford beer, Chadlington brewery is passionate about the art of brewing beer. they
take otheir inspiration from the glorious oxfordshire countryside to create great tasting beers that
everyone can enjoy. brewed using only natural ingredients including oxfordshire spring water and
the ﬁnest english hops and malt, they take their time to ensure each and every brew is the best it
can be.
Chadlington brewery believe it’s important to be respectful of the environment, both locally and on
a global scale, working hard to leave the smallest carbon footprint possible. the hot water in the
brewery is provided by renewable heat sources and the spent grains are used as animal feed on
farms in oxfordshire and the surrounding counties.
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Boat Race has all the refreshment of a great pilsner with a well-balanced
hop aroma, and a crisp, bitter ﬁnish.

Oxford Old Blue
Oxford Old Blue is a refreshing copper-coloured ale with warm malt
tones and a clean, hoppy bitterness to finish.

Oxford IPA
Oxford IPA is a classic, golden English IPA with refreshing citrus and
spice notes.

Oxford Best
Oxford Best is a classic bitter; smooth and refreshing with toffee, raisins
and spice.

Oxford Pale Ale
Oxford Pale Ale has a modern hop ratio balanced with a complementary
malt base. Light in colour, crisp and fruity.

Oxford Light Ale
Oxford Light Ale is the brewery’s very first lower alcohol alternative, at
only 2.5% ABV. Uncompromising on taste, this light ale offers a citrus
aroma and deliciously crisp refreshment.
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Oxford Blue is golden in colour, superbly balanced and has a refreshingly
clean and citrus ﬁnish.
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This blonde beer is light in body, with a clean, crisp taste and a
refreshingly fruity ﬁnish.
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A deep golden colour, this 4% craft beer has a wonderful balance and a
full taste. The combination of pale malty sweetness, hints of citrus and
pleasant hop bitterness ensures Golden Ale is a refreshing and
satisfying beer that everyone will enjoy.
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Gift Box
A refreshing selection of superbly balanced beers with an array of ﬂavours to suit all tastes.
The gift box contains:
3 x 500ml bottles
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